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Collaborators and I study the
“sociology of science”

The faculty job market plays a fundamental role in shaping research priorities, educational outcomes, and
Science
Advances
1(1),a e1400005,
2015.
trajectories among scientists
and institutions.
However,
quantitative understanding
of faculty hiring as a sys
lacking. Using a simple technique to extract the institutional prestige ranking that best explains an observed f
hiring network—who hires whose graduates as faculty—we present and analyze comprehensive placement da
nearly 19,000 regular faculty in three disparate disciplines. Across disciplines, we find that faculty hiring foll
common and steeply hierarchical structure that reflects profound social inequality. Furthermore, doctoral pr
alone better predicts ultimate placement than a U.S. News & World Report rank, women generally place worse
men, and increased institutional prestige leads to increased faculty production, better faculty placement,
more influential position within the discipline. These results advance our ability to quantify the influence of pr
in academia and shed new light on the academic system.

Proc. 25th Int'l World Wide Web Conf. (WWW), (2016)

Interested in computational
methods to study underrepresentation in academia

INTRODUCTION

Objectively measuring institutional
Faculty hiring is a ubiquitous feature of academic disciplines, the result fact that it depends on interactions be
of which—who hires whose graduates as faculty—shapes nearly every jective evaluations, among other factors.
aspect of academic life, including scholarly productivity, research prior- authoritative rankings by the U.S. New
ities, resource allocation, educational outcomes, and the career trajec- tional Research Council (NRC) (9), qua
tories of individual scholars (1–4). Despite these fundamental roles, a ly, omitting the impact of interactions
clear and systematic understanding of the common patterns and effi- collaborations, graduate admissions, o
ciencies of faculty hiring across disciplines is lacking.
are also widely criticized (10, 11) for em
From the institutional perspective, faculty hiring is an implicit as- like reputation, wealth, and “selectivity
sessment: when an institution u hires as faculty the graduate of another puts. In contrast, faculty hiring network
institution v, u makes a positive assessment of the quality of v’s teach- teractions and expert assessments of outc
ing and research programs. Similarly, when an individual accepts a job quantitative approach by which to char
offer
he or she Academy
makes a positive
u’s quality.
As201702121
a identify large-scale patterns in hiring,
Proceedings
of from
the u,
National
of assessment
Sciencesof Oct
2017,
collection of such pairwise assessments, a discipline’s faculty hiring roles of merit and status.
network (Fig. 1) represents a collective assessment (5) of its own
Here, we investigate the structure o

Motivation

Nobel Prize winners

Chemists

and those who leave academia

Cartoons by Jorge Chan; phdcomics.com

Much of the sociology of science studies
small samples of the academic workforce at
a single point in time.
Can we build a tool to efficiently collect the
employment information of all faculty
across institutions, across time?

Challenge
Every department contains a
public directory of its faculty
Jane
Professor
jane@example.edu
Mark
Associate Professor
mark@example.edu
Susan
Assistant Professor
susan@example.edu

Cartoons by Jorge Chan; phdcomics.com

With the same information:
names, titles, email addresses,
and webpages
But, information is distributed
and not well structured

Our Approach
Identify the directory’s
HTML structure & extract
faculty information

Department Homepage
Courses | Faculty …

Jane
Professor
jane@example.edu
Mark
Associate Professor
mark@example.edu

Start from
department
homepage

Cartoons by Jorge Chan; phdcomics.com

Susan
Assistant Professor
susan@example.edu

Navigate to its
faculty directory

}

faculty_name: Jane
title: Professor
website: ...
email: ...

Filter non-tenure-track
faculty for further analyses
title:
title:
title:
title:

Assistant Professor
Research Professor
Full Professor
Instructor

Our Approach
Department Homepage

Given the
Start at
Collect Students
all
Courses | Prospective
| Faculty
directory
department
outward links
URL
homepage
Sort links

Pick a link:
is this a
directory?

Parse
tables

HTML
structure has
been identified

Parse lists

Jane
Professor
jane@example.edu
Parse divs
If not, try
the next
likely link

Mark
Parse
Associate
Professor
articles
mark@example.edu

}

Cartoons by Jorge Chan; phdcomics.com

webpages
Identify
emails

Filtered
directory

person

the page

faculty_name: Jane
Identify
title:titlesProfessor
website: ...
email:
...
Identify

Start from
(ii) Identify the HTML
(i) Navigate to the directory
Susan
department
structure of the directory
Assistant Professor
homepage
susan@example.edu
Navigate to its
faculty directory

Identify
names

Identify the directory’s
Directory & extract
HTML structure
with every
faculty
information
For each
person
on
Is their title
tenure-track?
`

If not, remove
entry from
directory

Filter non-tenure-track
faculty for further analyses

(iii) Identify faculty members

(iv) Sample the
Assistant
Professor
relevant
faculty
members
Research Professor

title:
title:
title: Full Professor
title: Instructor

Engineering Results
Fast: average < 1 minute vs ~8 hours to produce a single department’s
faculty directory
Accurate: 99% recall (nearly all tenure-track
faculty are retrieved) and precision (few
non-tenure-track faculty are retrieved)
Reproduces findings of major survey
organization: 12% vs 11%
net growth in the number of
faculty from the CRA
Computing Research Association: https://cra.org

19.7% of
2017 Census

4390
478

1076
90.2% of 2011
80.3% of 2017
Censuses

9.8% of
2011 Census
2011 Census

2017 Census

So what can we do
with this tool?
Men
Women

1.5
1.25
1.0
0.75
0.5
0.25

PloS ONE, 11(7), e0157447, 2016
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We investigate the “leaky pipeline”:
women leave STEM at various career
stages, resulting in their underrepresentation at the faculty level

# of students (millions)

Journal of Animal Science, 74(11), 2843-2848, 1996

Leaky Pipeline
New faculty
(in 2017 & not in 2011)

853

101

Three stages of
tenure-track

122

75 (9%) promoted
Retained faculty
(in 2017 & in 2011)

Assistant
professors

116
(15%)
Departed faculty
(in 2011 & not in 2017)

527 (65%)
promoted

Associate
professors

933
(55%)
87 (11% of 2011
Assistant professors)

597 (35%)
promoted

Full
professors

2129
(90%)
167 (10% of 2011
Associate professors)

229 (10% of 2011
Full professors)

Leaky Pipeline

Arrows represent the flow from
tenure-track stage in 2011 to 2017

Leaky Pipeline
New faculty
(in 2017 & not in 2011)

853

Retention
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Associate professors)

229 (10% of 2011
Full professors)

Leaky Pipeline
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Promotion

Leaky Pipeline
New faculty
(in 2017 & not in 2011)

853

101

122
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Retained faculty
(in 2017 & in 2011)
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professors
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(15%)
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Attrition

597 (35%)
promoted

229 (10% of 2011
Full professors)

Leaky Pipeline

Overall attrition for women is slightly higher than men (13.7% vs 12.4%)
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Future Work
Jane
Professor
Jane
jane@example.edu

Dept. of Sociology

Professor
Jane
Mark jane@example.edu
Professor
Associate Professor
Mark jane@example.edu
mark@example.edu
Associate Professor
Mark
Susanmark@example.edu
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Susanmark@example.edu
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Susan
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Aaron
Emeritus Professor
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Beth
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Sam
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Expand support to other
academic fields
Cartoons by Jorge Chan; phdcomics.com

Assistant Professor
susan@example.edu

time

Use the InternetArchive to
collect the historical data
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